Introduction:
One of the major complications following colorectal anastomosis is Anastomotic leakage. Placement of transanal tube reduces the endoluminal pressure and gives diversion to the fecal contents helping in the healing of the anastomosis. Several factors such as anatomic inaccessibility, low blood supply, tightly low anal sphincter below an ultralow anastomosis and pelvic hematoma contribute to the increased chances of complications. This transanal tube placement has proved its role in preventing Anastomotic failure, avoidance of second surgery and lower morbidity. Many randomized control studies have been done which shows that protective loop ileostomy and transanal tube placement reduces the complications. But still by doing ileostomy there are many complications related to it like dehydration, nutrition deficiencies, rectal discharge, parastomal hernias, maceration of the surrounding skin, stomal stricture, stoma prolapsed, stomal retraction, prolapsed phantom rectum in which patient feel like they need to pass stools even though they don’t have a working rectum; pouchitis include diarrhea, abdominal pains, cramps and high temperature. Hence this is a retrospective study which concludes that patients having colorectal anastomosis heals well without any complications by placement of transanal tube and by avoiding diverting ileostomy.

Aim and Objectives:
To review the outcome of the colorectal anastomosis after transanal tube placement and by avoiding diverting ileostomy.

Material and Methods:
This study has been conducted between February 2015 to December 2016 at Dhiraj General Hospital, Sumandeep Vidyapeeth, Pipariya, and Vadodara. The patients included in this study were those who underwent colorectal anastomosis for conditions like colorectal mass, sigmoid volvulus, recto-sigmoid perforation with transanal tube placement.

Those patients not willing for the study and having immunocompromised status were excluded from this study.

Results:
Patients coming to the out-patient department and emergency department who necessitated the excision of colorectal pathology were examined and pre-operative workup such as complete hemogram, blood sugar, renal and liver function tests, coagulation studies, serology, Chest x-ray and Echocardiogram were done. Following that, investigations necessary for confirmation of diagnosis like X-ray abdomen standing, Ultrasonography and Contrast Enhanced Ct scan were done.

Preanaesthetic checkup was done for all patients.

Procedure:
General anesthesia was given to all the patients. In the supine position, after painting and draping, midline incision was given. The pathology was identified in between colon and rectum. Following this resection and anastomosis was done in two layers with Vicryl 3-0 and Silk 3-0 between the two ends. After that transanal tube was placed beyond the anastomosis per rectally. Abdominal drain, no. 30 was kept in the pelvis. Abdomen was closed in layers.

Patients were mobilized on post-operative day 1. Ryle’s tube no.14 was kept in situ till the bowel sounds were heard. Transanal tube was removed on post-operative day 8. Drain output in terms on quantity, color and content was monitored. Drain was removed on post-operative day 7-9 after the patients were on full diet and had passed stools.
Results:
Six patients met the inclusion criteria and retrospective study was done which showed the importance of Transanal tube placement. Proper follow up was made of all these patients and none had anastomotic leakage during the course of hospital stay or after that. One out of 6 patients has developed cardio-pulmonary complications on his post operative day 35 and he died. Hence by avoiding diverting ileostomy, its complications such as long hospital stay, ileostomy closure can be reduced. Hence overall morbidity in such patients has been decreased.

Discussion:
The main aim of this study is to reduce the post-operative complications of colorectal anastomosis. Anastomotic leakage is the most common complication. Indicators of anastomotic leakage include the occurrence of clinical symptoms such as fever, discharge of feces, pus or gas from the abdominal drain, and the occurrence of peritonitis within 30 days after surgery. Although trans-anal tube placement and diverting ileostomy was done following colorectal anastomosis but their role remained unclear and the post operative complications of ileostomy as well as patients compliance made this operation very unpopular. Mostly the aim was to reduce the anastomotic leakage which is the commonest complication; by placing the transanal tube hence it reduces the intraluminal pressure without the need of doing diverting ileostomy. Most anastomotic leakages occur within 7 days after surgery, early removal of the transnal tube may lead to anastomotic dehiscence. It shows that diverting ileostomies should be avoided and can be used selectively. Chun-seok yang MD et.al., has underwent a study by comparing between two groups one with transanal tube placements and the other group without it in the jan,2016 and it showed that the overall leakage rate was 10.8% without any significant difference between transanal tube placements(9.8%) and without placing transanal tube was 11.8%. A clinically significant leakage was diagnosed in 25 patients (13%). The analysis showed no significant protective effect of the transanal tube, and is statistically insignificant. On this basis it was decided to discontinue the study prematurely for ethical reasons.

Conclusion:
Transanal tube placements, hence decreases and prevents the chances of anastomotic leakage. Diverting ileostomies and its complications can be avoided by just placing the transanal tubes following colorectal anastomosis.
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